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elsewhere, especially in France.    Hildebrand, who had played
an important part in the treaty with the Normans,  was
rewarded for his administrative ability by being made arch-
deacon of the Roman Church.    When Nicholas II died in
July 1061 there seemed to be little besides local opposition
to  interfere  with  the  steady  development  of the  reform
programme.    But the treaty of Melfi and the Election Decree The
together had definitely alienated the German government; opposition
even Agnes had been bitterly offended by the entire disregard thTpapal^
of imperial  rights   displayed  in  both   these   events.    The programme
Lombard bishops were hostile to the policy of the reformers ;
the Roman nobles were chafing under their recent defeat.
The common aim was to make the Election Decree of no
effect;   so they bided their time until there was a vacancy
on the papal throne.
The death of Nicholas II gave the opportunity. The Its attempt
Romans sent an embassy to Henry IV, and by creating him ^a^fo?
patricius recognised his right of appointment; the Lombard parma as
bishops, for their part, had a satisfactory candidate ready Pope
at hand. Altogether the prospects for the recovery of royal
authority seemed to be most favourable when in October
the young king, arrayed as patricius, met the Roman and
Lombard representatives at Basle and nominated Cadalus,
bishop of Parma, who took the name of Honorius II. But
the assembling of these scattered allies had taken time, and
they had lost the tactical advantage of priority. The The
cardinals, fully aware of the danger, had met outside Rome
and in September had elected Anselm, bishop of Lucca, a Alexander n
sincere reformer who had done good service as legate, especi-
ally at Milan, and had the support of duke Godfrey. He
took the name of Alexander II. The treaty of Melfi now
came to the assistance of the Election Decree. Norman
soldiers brought the new Pope to be enthroned at Rome in
October, before his rival had even been elected.
Cadalus was therefore at' a disadvantage, which could only His victory
be overcome by resort to arms.    With a Lombard army he over        va
forced his way through Tuscany and in March 1062 arrived at
Rome, where local support enabled him to gain a temporary
victory.    Duke Godfrey intervened to bring about a truce
in the fighting, and at this very time (April 1062) occurred
the abduction of the young king of Germany by Anno and

